Sick subarus

According to Subaru, about 33 percent of new Crosstrek buyers will take their all-wheel-drive
vehicle off-road. Subaru knows the Crosstrek is being purchased by a new-generation of
urban-adventurers who will use their Crosstrek for getting off-road and higher into the
mountains away from civilization. We would like to see this vehicle in real life and come to
production. Subaru would likely sell a ton of the custom machines. The new-generation Subaru
Crosstrek comes with a new feature that upgrades its already impressive off road capability. Up
until now, Crosstrek has mainly been used for commuting and weekend adventures like getting
to the trailhead for hiking, mountain biking and transportation to the ski slope. But not so
anymore. A new-generation who lead active lifestyles, will use the new second-generation CUV
for extreme sports in the mountains. They will use the small crossover to enjoy extreme winter
sports in the mountains around the globe for skiing, snowboarding and snowmobiling. They will
also use the newly-redesigned vehicle for summer sporting activities like hiking a fourteener,
extreme mountain biking, high-country trail running and back country fishing trips. Subaru
knows that 33 percent of Subaru Crosstrek owners will use X Mode, and this new-generation of
adventurer-seekers will encounter unpaved back country roads that are slippery and uneven.
Skip to main content. Will Subaru ever bring it to production? Visit Torque News homepage for
more stories. Latest Automotive News. Subaru News, Pricing and Reviews. Subaru Crosstrek
News. Subscribe to Torque News on YouTube. Notify me when new comments are posted. All
comments. Replies to my comment. Rear View. Side view. Modifying Subarus is a rather liberal
art. As for actual options and routes to take with a Subaru makeover, there's anything from
rally-cross to street Subarus, and virtually everything in between. If vintage Subaru restorations
are your thing, there's a world of modding for that. The same goes for rally-cross or full-on rally
mods. Not all Subaru mods can be made equal, alas there are many that just fall short of the
mark. This is usually due, at least in part, to somebody not focusing on their personal passion,
but rather doing everything they can to shortcut their way to fit in with a certain sub-culture. The
fitment and camber on this Subaru is, let's be honest, stellar. The rims are just the right size,
tires low profile but not a tiny strip of useless rubber, and minimalist fender flares that reach out
only a couple of inches to create some truly phenomenal fitment and stance. Paired with
virtually no other body additions, save a small front air dam and rear spoiler, and stock blue
paint, this mod oozes classic Subaru. It's no nonsense classical blues from this Subaru STI
beast, all day every day. I would take this Subaru any day, it must be incredible to drive. When it
comes to tuner Subarus, these are often the ones that will go awry really quickly, in ways that
sometimes are surprising and entirely nonsensical. The build pictured above is just such a case
in point, with an exposed radiator, front end, and engine bay. The point is to show off all the
work that's been done underneath the hood, obviously, but that doesn't make it okay to just
drive it around without a hood. It's just silly and impractical. It really just makes no sense. It
doesn't look cool, either. We can only hope that he has the hood still, and uses it most of the
time, or at least when he isn't showing off. If you want to have artistic designs on your WRX STI,
that is perfectly okay, it just has to be something that isn't repugnant in almost every single way
possible. Like, for example, this sweet entry. It's all about the subtle details with a build, and
while the bumblebee yellow and honeycomb pattern are pretty loud and attention-grabbing, the
fact of the matter is that it works, because the entire car coordinates as one piece, one build.
The body kit is present, aggressive, and useful, but it's not over the top, outrageous, or out of
place. The black hood and low profile rear spoiler really top the car off, and the piece de
resistance, those beautiful copper wheels. If there ever was a nonsense build, this is most
assuredly one of them, and perhaps it belongs at the top of the list due to its outrageous
styling. It might just be taste, but there's something about these pastel, bright colors that is
simultaneously too loud to even look at and insufferably boring. It might just be the choice to
accent the car with white, which almost never works on a build at least in my opinion , and it's
only made worse by the aftermarket headlights that are lined with white also. The end result
looks like a life-size version of a hot-wheels. Which, incidentally, isn't that good. The idea of
cambering wheels is something that we may never fully understand, but it's important to be able
to appreciate a good mod when you see one. Just like this particular white and gold Subaru
mod, which has some seriously sick stance to it. The rims are a good size, the camber isn't too
excessive, and the bodywork is minimal, with a little extra skirting around the bottom, and not
much else. The roof scoop is a bit much, but there really isn't anything else on this build
beyond the white paint, so it still gets a pass. If your focal point is a set of awesome rims, don't
detract from it with anything else. When it comes to focal points, and giving your build motion
and focus, there is one surefire way to fail at that task, and the Subaru above does just that.
What way is that? Mismatching the wheels on a build will have everyone shaking their heads
immediately. Coordination and flow is just as important on a build as almost anything else, and
having two different colored rims almost always ruins that flow. The yellow headlights on this

particular build don't match, either. If this Subaru was entirely black, no pink decals, no spoiler,
and one color of wheels, either gold or silver or both like the last feature then those yellow
headlights would make this Subie one of the sickest looking around. If there ever was a way to
deck out a Subaru to make it a capable, riotous, incredible rally racing machine, this would be
how to do it. With minimal bodywork, aftermarket suspension and engine tune-up, there's not
much to this bare-bones build. No doubt an interior makeover, stripping any and all flack from
the inside, replacing it with a roll cage, two bucket seats with racing harnesses, and the ever
important E-brake bar. Complete with a few decals, it's clear that this builder means business,
and it can take on a rally track with the rest of them. The purple clashing with the neon green
points to the taste of a fourteen-year-old and the graphics point to a ten-year-old. Apart from the
dismal design of this build, there is unlikely any other kinds of modifications done, not the
kinds that will make this Subaru worth much more than a stock version. Only this one is so
much more painful, in almost every single way. All the way down to the aftermarket headlights
and purple bumper mesh. This build is one of the cleanest, simplest, and beautiful builds to
ever grace the modding Subaru world. It's simple, clean, and all about details. There isn't one
thing out of place on this Subaru, and not one speck of dirt, either. It's almost too clean, in fact,
and if the owner wanted to add another accent of some kind, like a decal or even a roof-rack,
this one would take it and shine. If there ever was a focused, conservative, yet bold Subaru
build, this is the one. The gold and black is timeless. It's safe to say that our last entry could do
a lot to learn from this particular Subaru build. There's just certain things that cars don't exactly
need added onto them. A giant airdam that looks like a snowplow isn't one of them. While in
theory, yes this helps reduce drag and focuses downforce onto the front wheels for grip, to
what end is something like this necessary? If it was all that good, why doesn't every racing and
rally Subaru have one of these installed? The fact is that there aren't any, and that's as good of
a sign as any. The weight saved alone would probably almost make this hardware rendered
useless. The graphics aren't really all that great either, they could definitely use a redesign. It's
not necessarily heavy modding that makes a Subaru build bad, as is the case with this BRZ
build. It is heavily modded with aftermarket kits, from non-stock tires and rims, a big body kit,
aftermarket suspension, hood, roll-cage, and spoiler, all of which is not including the engine
mods, which are likely extensive. The thing that makes this build so great is the pointed and
focused choices as to what to modify. Clearly, this BRZ is designed with one thing in mind:
performance, and high performance at that. If you are looking to race a BRZ, the first thing you
would never, ever, add, is that spoiler. It is preposterously massive, and entirely unnecessary, it
only adds weight and probably drag. The fitted body kit is clearly for aesthetics only, and while
we can't see the rest of the car or what's under the hood, it's obvious that this build is meant to
look like a racing BRZ, but not to perform like one. To us, that seems like a lot of nonsense.
Behind that simple color, hardly noticeable trim, gold wheels, and timeless styling is a drivers
car if there ever was one. With an incredible engine from the get go, no doubt modded and
boosted, paired with an incredible four wheel drive drivetrain, great handling, and acceleration,
this is to many gear heads one of the best cars you could own. It's understandable, too, if
you've driven one. To over-modify one of these is tantamount to sacrilege. This person knew
that, and that's why they made such an incredible build. The New STI wagons are already well
ahead of the game with the bodywork, when they're stock they look ungainly and fat. But, when
you add a skirt around the bottom and wider wheel wells to accommodate some sweet
cambered rims paired with your lowered suspension, the result isn't exactly good. With too
much fitment, these wheels are far too hindered to be perform acceptably, and the tiny size only
adds to the girth and excess width of this particular build, with too wide of a stance and
overboard on the fitment of the wheels to the fenders. As much as the last Forester was an
example of how to do an off-roader Subaru build, this is just as much of an example of what not
to do. The skid plate in red, the wrong rim and tire size, the oversized roof-rack, round bumper
lights, and whatever that huge antenna thing is, it all adds up to a Forester that just doesn't look
good. At all. And while perhaps it may be as practical as the last one, it's just as important,
especially when it comes to modding, that your car looks the part. And this particular one,
fabulous STI version or not, just doesn't look the part. The only thing it looks is ugly. The
Subaru CrossTrek is one of Subaru's flagship vehicles, and also one of their newest. When it
first debuted, I think it's safe to say that it was perhaps one of the ugliest Subarus ever made.
Since then, though, it's prettied up quite a lot, where once there were awkward chunky shapes
there are now smooth lines. In any case, the car is an incredibly practical one, and with a few
mods, it's capable of some pretty fantastic off-road feats. Especially for a car in its class. This
one, in particular, has some seriously awesome mods: a skid plate with a brush guard, beefy
tires and potentially a minor lift, and a rear bumper rack to store things. The Subaru Baja is
universally agreed upon as one of the worst Subaru models to have ever disgraced the roads.

While not necessarily poor in performance or value, it's aesthetics, amongst other things, led to
its unpopularity. Add to the picture a less-than-appealing front bumper and skid plate combo,
truly horrifying rims, a useless snorkel, and an extraordinarily oversized roof-rack and you have
yourself one of the most unappealing Subarus on this list. You're welcome. I can only imagine
that this is the kind of picture that just gets stuck in your brain, and you can't help but think
about it all day, marveling at how something could be so ugly. If we were to judge this Subaru
on tire choice alone, it would take the cake and eat it too. The low profile racing tires give this
Subaru such an incredible edge, even aesthetically. It's all about the details in a build, muted
yellow headlights instead of bright yellow, the best racing tires instead of second best,
understated rims, a low profile body it, a mid-mounted spoiler. That's for practicality, not
aesthetics. But, that fact alone makes it look fantastic. This is perhaps my personal favorite
build on the list. There's something about it that is just so endlessly classy. Where every facet
of the last build worked, this is an example of exactly how to do just the opposite. The irony lies
in just how similar they look, yet how truly and vastly different they actually are. The small
wheels, high camber, lowering kit, and lack of small details means that this Subaru fails in
overall design. That and the baffling question as to why they tried to even drive a build like this
in the snow all adds up to make a Subaru, that could be amazing, completely and utterly lame.
Talk about a bunch of nonsense. This is the second overland Forester build we've featured in
this list. That's because we think it's pretty cool that you can take a very simple, family friendly
crossover and with a few modifications turn it into a trail-running beast. While you won't be able
to take many four wheel drive tracks that say a Jeep could, there's no doubts that this Forester
can take on more terrain than you could ever need to, if you're just a mountain explorer. I can
only dream of all the incredible places this crossover could take you with ease and prowess.
This Subaru build is right on the line between nonsense and normal Subaru build. It's here
because, while it's done with a certain amount of discernment, there's still plenty about it that's
just gimmicky and only about looks. That and this person thought it was a good idea to take a
slammed and fitted Subaru onto a pretty rutted dirt track, which is just plain dumb. That
suspension can't handle the kinds of potholes and washboarding common on dirt roads in
Montana, yet here it is. That is nonsense at it's finest, really, because it makes no sense. If the
last person actually wanted to take their Subaru off-roading, they should have either done a
rallycross conversion for their WRX, or just bought one of these. The CrossTrek is a great car,
with incredibly practicality and style. With some beefier tires and rims attached to this one,
paired with a roof-rack, it demonstrates that you don't need much to make an incredibly
awesome modded Subaru. This trail track monster will take you over an impressive amount of
terrain. While you won't be doing much rock crawling in this thing, you won't have to worry
about not being able to drive through a rough patch of dirt road somewhere deep in the
wilderness. It really doesn't matter what you do to a Baja, it's still going to look ugly when
you're done. The amount of Baja mods out there in the world only further proves that truth. This
nonsense build is just such an example of t
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hat, with blacked out windows, headlines, and dark black paint, contrasted with some classic
gold rims. One might think that that formula, which works for almost every single Subaru ever
manufactured, would also work for the Baja. The fact of the matter is, sadly and clearly, that that
just isn't true. Not in the slightest, as this is one unattractive Subaru mod. Another newer model
of Subaru has been decked out to the extreme with body kits. Body kits galore, it just makes
this Subaru look big, ungainly, and ugly. It adds weight, nothing more. The paint job is pretty
nice, to be fair, it seems professionally done and it works for a Subaru. But, with too much
attention put onto the body kits, fake gills on the hood, and all the other pointless additions,
front air dam, mud flaps, and massive spoiler, it just proves that this is as nonsense as it comes
in the nonsense Subaru mods category. By Alexandar Gordon Published Dec 18, Share Share
Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics Car Culture.

